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Too much information?

Over 2m new papers per year in STM only...

scienceOPEN.com
research + publishing network
Too much information?

...how to find your institution’s research?
New projects in scientific communication
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Open Access and open peer review...
Alternative article level metrics...

Who’s talking about your research?

Thousands of conversations about scholarly content happen online every day. Altmetric tracks a range of sources to capture and collate this activity, helping you to monitor and report on the attention surrounding the work you care about.
Collaborative writing...

Overleaf

Collaborative Writing and Publishing

Join 500,000+ authors enjoying the easiest way to create, collaborate and publish online

Start writing now! CREATE A NEW PAPER

Over 5 million projects, authors from 3600 institutions and more than 2400 templates
Self-promoting and author marketing...

Kudos for Researchers

Increase the reach and impact of your publications

Kudos is a free service through which you can broaden readership and increase the impact of your research. Kudos is more than just a networking site, and more than just a publication listing. It is a toolkit for explaining your work in plain language and for enriching it with links to related materials (watch a video about explaining and enriching). Kudos also provides a unique one-stop shop for multiple metrics relating to your publications: page views, citations, full text downloads and altmetrics. When you explain, enrich and share your work through Kudos, we map your actions against these metrics in charts that show which activities are most effective when it comes to increasing the reach and impact of your work (watch a video about sharing your work).

Get Found
By sharing your work, and creating simple descriptions that we can share on your behalf, you maximize the likelihood of the right people finding and

Get Read
Plain language descriptions help others in your field to filter more of the literature and determine which works to read in depth. They also make your

Get Cited
Broadening your readership helps ensure the maximum possible exposure and impact for your work.

Get Started
Kudos is quick to use, and free for researchers. Start enhancing the impact of your publications now.

START NOW
New culture of communication...

Open Access  
Science 2.0  
Open Data

Open Peer Review  
Crowd-sourcing

Communities  
Altmetrics

Social Networks  
Repositories

How to find relevant research...?
Collections on ScienceOpen

Zika Virus
Collection of papers on the Zika virus declared a public health emergency by the World Health Organization.

1.885 articles
18,664 views
154,385 altmetric
0 reviews
6 recommends
48 shares
6 followers

These metrics are updated across the whole ScienceOpen platform every 24 hours.

Publications

Zika Virus and Birth Defects--Reviewing the Evidence for Causality.
Songa Rasmussen, Denise Jamieson, Margaret A. Honan, Lyie Petersen  (2016)

Zika Virus Associated with Microcephaly.
Jenaj Milanac, Mla Kova, Nataša Tuh, Mara Popovic, Matjaž Poljačk-Prijatelj, 9 more... (2016)

A widespread epidemic of Zika virus (ZIKV) infection was reported in 2015 in South and Central America and the Caribbean. A major concern associated with this infection is the apparent increased incidence of microcephaly in fetuses born to mothers infected with ZIKV. In this report, we describe...
Collections on ScienceOpen
Collections: context information

Zika Virus
Collection of papers on the Zika virus declared a public health emergency by the World Health Organization.
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- Making your institution’s research output visible as **research database**
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- **All types** of research publications can be aggregated (OA; non-OA; self-archived,...)
ScienceOpen: Aggregating content

Gold OA or subscription-based

self-published

Green OA

graduate works
negative results
case reports
posters
peer reviews
research data...
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Set up and curate your topical collection of relevant publications in your specific field of research, or

Making your institution’s research output visible as research database

All types of research publications can be aggregated (OA; non-OA; self-archived,…)

Automated import of new publications
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Collections on ScienceOpen...

- Set up and curate your topical collection of relevant publications in your specific field of research, or make your institution's research output visible as research database.
- All types of research publications can be aggregated (OA; non-OA; self-archived, …)
- Automated import of new publications
- Connecting with researchers' profiles via ORCID

Collections on ScienceOpen

ORCID
Connecting Research and Researchers
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Collections on ScienceOpen...

- Set up and curate your **topical collection** of relevant publications in your specific field of research, or
- Making your institution’s research output visible as a **research database**
- **All types** of research publications can be aggregated (OA; non-OA; self-archived,...)
- Automated **import** of new publications
- Connecting with researchers’ profiles via **ORCID**
- **Usage statistics**, citations, Altmetric per article
- All information **free and open** for everyone worldwide

[scienceOPEN.com](http://scienceOPEN.com)
More advantages for institutions

- **Reporting** for your institutional admin or controlling system
- **Extraxt** your (re)search to an internal system
- Enhance your database with **metadata** (references, OA, usage, moving wall date)
- Improve **visibility for research(ers)** without extra effort
- Let your researchers track and monitor their impact: **MyScienceOpen**
MyScienceOpen: Get more content

Dashboard

Get more content

1. From ORCID profile

Import your biography and articles from your ORCID account. If needed, below you can Update ORCID permissions or Edit ORCID profile. After clicking on Refresh from ORCID, your ORCID records will be automatically imported to ScienceOpen. ScienceOpen requires a valid ID (DOI, PMC, ArXiv or DOAJ ID) in order to validate articles added to your profile. ORCID offers support in adding content via standard databases.

2. Claim your articles | 42 matching

Here you can select your publications and confirm authorship. Click on the Claim authorship button to confirm each of your publications. These records will be added to your publications.

Browse articles
MyScienceOpen: Claiming articles

Alexander Grossmann

Publications waiting for your confirmation of authorship

Enter some words to filter items below

42 results | Add filter | Saved searches | Sort by Altmetric score

Open Letter to The American Association for the Advancement of Science
Jonathan P. Tennant, Timothée Poisot, M. Kubke, François Michonneau, Michael Taylor, 108 more... (2014)

88 views | 0 comments | 0 downloads | Altmetric: 172

✓ Claim authorship | X Mark as not mine

...manage articles and feed back to ORCID
Impressive usage numbers...

30

Over 2m extra views on articles of one journal
Institutions

Humboldt University Charité

Search

Helicobacter

The 5300-year-old Helicobacter pylori genome of the Iceman.

Frank Maxner, Ben Krause-Kyora, Dmitrij Turanov, Alexander Herbig, Michael K Hoopmann, 18 more... (2016)

The stomach bacterium Helicobacter pylori is one of the most prevalent human pathogens. It has dispersed globally with its human host, resulting in a distinct phylogeographic pattern that can be used.

Global burden of cancers attributable to infections in 2008: a review and synthetic analysis.

Jacques Ferlay, Martyn Plummer, Freddie Bray, Silvia Franceschi, Jerome Vignat, 2 more... (2012)

Infections with certain viruses, bacteria, and parasites have been identified as strong risk factors for specific cancers. An update of their respective contribution to the global burden of cancer is warranted.

...make your institution’s research more visible
Some our customers and partners...